
  



  

DEDICATION

I would like to dedicate this book to all the 
wonderful friends who over the years have shown 
me that all my little suggestions and guidance have 

helped them in so many ways. Without you I 
would have never written this book.

Raschell Harlingten



  

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Born in England where we stay until I was six years old, then my parents began to 
move our family from country to country for my fathers work. I learned very 
quickly to adapt and blend with new children in the schools and the new 
environment.   I did get to see a lot of the world before I was even 16 however  I  
also learned that people, traditions, customs and fears guided them through their 
lives and how they reacted and deal with life.

I finally settled in Canada for good in 1991 and decided to stay there I wanted a 
home not a suitcase. I had many tough years and struggled a lot and by my early 
thirties I was alone with two children. I realized that I had two little lives to guide 
and I was going to do everything in my power to teach and guide them. It took 10 
years and lot of struggles sometimes three jobs, however with lots of hard work 
and focus I started my own business ,became a Author, Speaker and Real Estate 
investor where I had wholesaled several properties. 







  

As  I walk through the door to say hello to Camile, a young woman came from the 
other room as she got closer I recognized her and I said to her" I know you" and 
she said yes" I know you too from our long conversation at the dog park "I 
laughed, she said to me "thank you, thank you so much for the information you 
gave to me" she turned to Camile and said "I took her advice on how to change 
my office and have it facing an open window" she said I told her that the energy 
would flow better when facing the window I laughed again and said"yes this is 
true it's all about the energy the inspiration and the ideas that come when 
everything flows with harmony it was at that point I realized that giving was a 
huge part of my life.

Many people go through life wondering why certain aspects of their lives fall 
apart and others parts only succeed to a point.

Our lives are busy especially in this day and age and sometimes we don't spend a 
lot of time on things that are really important ....so ask yourself where are you 
financially how are your relationships how is your emotional intelligence how are 
you physically and healthwise and how are you spiritually.

Lets look at these five areas of your life and see where your focus is and where 
you have neglected.



  

  STRATEGY #1
Whether you believe in God or an higher power what is your ritual in the morning how 
much time do you spend on yourself do you reward yourself do you meditate or pray do 
you have routine in the morning of “me time” how do you start your day.....is it by jumping 
out of bed to an alarm getting into the shower grabbing a cuppa coffee maybe toaster donut 
from a local store . If this is so you may say I am good why do I need Spirituality...

Why do we need .....spirituality....... because we hustle in our daily lives with work partners 
children emails oh my God those emails and every day things with all those things it 
becomes tough to clear our minds having a clear mind helps  us function better in this busy 
world that we are in today. It helps make us present and in short we have gratitude for what 
we have right now.

So you ask how does spirituality help me....

*It makes you healthier

*It improves your relationships and reduces stress and  enhance your decision      making 
skills

*Your love life

*This leads to improvements in you physically.



  

So I will give you a few tips on how to begin to bring Spirituality in to 
your life 

● Set a morning routine ....

● Pray or meditation for minimum of 5-15 minutes work up to it slowly

● Begin a gratitude book (any notebook will do start today! Write down 
what you grateful for right now)

● Drink one glass of warm water with lemon every morning if lemon is not 
appealing just do warm water

● Stretch and perhaps add exercise or yoga routine gradually work up to  it 
slowly

Note** A Habit take 60 days to become a true habit



  

STRATEGY #2

So this is a big one where are you Financially

Why is it important because when our finances and our organization are in a mess it 
causes us a lot of stress we don't sleep well we are always thinking how to make more 
money what if were laid off how do we pay the bills the credit cards do you bills piled 
up and you have to void opening them or wait to the last moment to do your taxes.

So you ask how do I have harmony in my finances.

I will give a few tips to start you on the road of better finances....



  

 **Start by paying  yourself first. (that means each pay check you take as little as 5% up 
to 10% and if need less based on your income and put in savings account with a good 
interest rate.

 ** Look at  a  second steam of income Real estate is good place to start . ( you will need 
some help with this so you can contact our Real estate division BR Properties to assist 
you with this.) 

 **You can also look at network marketing as well remember passive and residual 
marketing means less physical work for you
   **Clear the clutter ( this means purge and clean and organize that pile of bills , junk , 
clothes or child's junk start there but start!!
  **The latte factor(that means no more Starbucks) 

  **Cut out  at least one expense that you do not need and put that money into you 
savings account .

 **Speak with several  financial advisor a fiduciary ( For more information visit our 
website  for Br properties
    **And lastly give or better known as tithing ( even if it is you time  knowledge or a 
monetary gift)



  

STRATGEY #3

Relationships, one might say why does my relationship have to be in 
harmony ....why does my relationship have to be in a good place.

Because if we do not have harmony within our relationships and that's with our 
friends with our partners with our children functioning in our busy life is that 
much harder when your relationship has no focus so pay attention to your 
relationships is very important.

So now you ask .. well how do I do that...



  

*The first thing you're going to have to understand is when you make those lists about the partner you 
want in your life all the attributes that you want from that person are you looking inward and also 
looking at yourself do you have all those attributes. Because you cannot ask them from someone else if 
you do not have them yourself

*Another big one is to understand your partner or your child's love language they are five love 
languages gifts, physical touch ,words of affirmation, quality time and acts of service some people 
speak the same language is then some people don't so learn them you will find that the communication 
between the two of you will be much better.

* Learn to remove yourself emotionally from the agreement  or the argument sit back and listen 
sometimes were so busy trying to see who can yell the loudest or who can get their point across that 
we're not actually listening to each other so learn to remove yourself emotionally from the argument or 
disagreement .

*A big one is are you willing to work on yourself and this means growing yourself as a person and we 
can all improve in many ways if you take the time to grow yourself.

*  Be present patient and compromise sometimes we all don't have to be right sometimes we need to 
compromise we also need to be present this one the next one applies to your partner but  can also apply 
to your children. 

*Empower your partner and children and friends

*The energy that you were standing out there to the world whether it be positive or negative this is 
what other people receive so remember the energy you put out there is what people feel and see



  

STRATEGY #4

Why....Physical,well this is a question that has been around the table many times 
and many people avoid the question other than brace it however the bottom line is 
your health is primary and without it functioning in audit in our side today is hard 
and sometimes almost impossible.



  

So my few tips on how for your physical harmony...

*One make small changes each week trying to do everything at once doesn't 
work .

*Find an accountability person which I'm sure you've heard it many many times 
but it's very important.

*An exercise routine should be added but like anything a habit takes between 30 
to 60 days for it  stay in place so if you set an  exercise routine stick with it.

*Begin a 30 to 60 day planner

* Also remember that the connection between your gut and your brain is  
bidirectional meaning during stressful times when we eat unhealthy foods, the 
brain basically changes the entire performance of our digestive system. When 
there’s stress at one end, there's bound to be stress at the opposite end as well. 



  

STRATEGY #5

Emotional Intelligence

Why....So you say why and I will say in our busy world we are bombarded with 
negative thoughts all the time on the radio ,the news we hear it from our 
neighbours were hear  for my coworkers it can be stressful and remember we are 
hardwired as humans to be cautious  this comes from our predecessors in fact 
portion of brain situated right near the memory centr(Amygdala ) and this section 
is like the first responders in your brain it's not bad it's just needs to balance if 
there's too much fear you wont take action.

There's another circuit in your brain that sort of like the opposite of the fear circuit 
its your motivational circuit on the left side of your brain these two circuits cannot 
be active at the same time so from one to another it's like flipping a switch this is 
what you need to learn



  

Again  How you ask....

*Be very clear on your goal writing time, date,

*Activate your Brains reward center- set new patterns

*Understand your past is  your past your future is yours to create

*Ask your self are you Interested or Committed in what you doing

*Learn to feel that you deserve to be successful

*Train your brain for new goals habits and beliefs

*Reward yourself daily and weekly

*Engage learn and grow activities that surprise your brain



  

So there you have it 5 Strategies for Success, you are on 
your way. Remember it is up to you so ask you self are 
you interested or are you committed

For more information on our course and our free 
assessment session please visit our website.

 www.rootedforsuccess.com
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